Abstract-We present a conditional distribution learning formulation for real-time signal processing with neural networks based on a recent extension of maximum likelihood theory-partial likelihood (PL) estimation-which allows for i) dependent observations and ii) sequential processing. For a general neural network conditional distribution model, we establish a fundamental information-theoretic connection, the equivalence of maximum PL estimation, and accumulated relative entropy (ARE) minimization, and obtain large sample properties of PL for the general case of dependent observations. As an example, the binary case with the sigmoidal perceptron as the probability model is presented. It is shown that the single and multilayer perceptron (MLP) models satisfy conditions for the equivalence of the two cost functions: ARE and negative log partial likelihood. The practical issue of their gradient descent minimization is then studied within the well-formed cost functions framework. It is shown that these are well-formed cost functions for networks without hidden units; hence, their gradient descent minimization is guaranteed to converge to a solution if one exists on such networks. The formulation is applied to adaptive channel equalization, and simulation results are presented to show the ability of the least relative entropy equalizer to realize complex decision boundaries and to recover during training from convergence at the wrong extreme in cases where the mean square error-based MLP equalizer cannot.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, neural networks have been applied to a wide range of signal processing applications because of the growing need for alternatives to the linear structure that is typically assumed. Nonlinear signal processing with neural networks has provided significant performance improvement in a variety of applications (for a recent collection of these applications see, e.g., [16] and [20] ) when the underlying process involves nonlinearities and/or the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is poor. Neural networks are also deemed attractive because they lend themselves to low-complexity, low-power, analog hardware implementations that are likely to be widely available in the near future; this is a feature that is particularly important in portable applications such as equalization for cellular communications, where there are strict restrictions on power and space. A certain view of learning in neural networks, regarding the mechanism as a statistical estimation of a parameterized probability model, has proven quite useful [21] , [22] , [30] . This view offers advantages both in understanding properties of neural network learning paradigms and in developing new approaches for learning (e.g., [5] , [19] , [30] ).
Statistical parameter estimation theory has as its fundamental support maximum likelihood (ML) estimation that provides estimators with nice large sample optimality properties and invariant with respect to functions of the parameters. However, ML theory is traditionally developed for independent observations, and a majority of signal processing applications require processing of dependent observations. In this paper, we introduce a conditional distribution learning framework for real-time signal processing with neural networks based on partial likelihood (PL) theory [11] , [33] . Obtained as a partial factorization of the full likelihood, PL also possesses nice large sample properties of ML, and more importantly, it can easily be characterized for dependent data and sequential processing. Hence, it overcomes the difficulties with other extensions of ML for dependent data, such as conditional likelihood, which, for easy specification, requires that the auxiliary information be known for the whole period (i.e., including future observations) [27] . Some of the other problems with other factorizations of likelihood for dependent data are initial state specification requirements (e.g., when using Markovian representations for the data [1] ) and the problems when dealing with missing data. Therefore, PL provides us with a particularly suitable formulation for real-time signal processing, which most of the time requires on-line processing of dependent observations.
We introduce a general neural network conditional probability model, and for this model, we establish a key informationtheoretic connection, namely, the equivalence of maximum PL estimation and accumulated relative entropy (ARE) minimization. Hence, distribution learning using relative entropy between the true and estimated probability mass functions can be achieved by maximum PL estimation, which does not require that the true conditionals be known (which, in general, are not available). This result can be regarded as the extension of the ML and minimum ARE equivalence for independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data [30] to the general case of dependent observations. While providing the theoretical foundation for statistical analysis of maximum PL estimation, this connection can also be used to derive a new class of real-time signal processing algorithms based on informationtheoretic alternating projections [5] , [12] . We establish the consistency and asymptotic normality of the PL estimator for the general neural network model under some regularity conditions.
In the second part of the paper, we consider a perceptron probability model for binary distribution learning and its application to adaptive channel equalization. We show that the multilayer perceptron (MLP) probability model satisfies the conditions for ARE-PL equivalence. For the MLP model, we derive the least relative entropy (LRE) algorithm by gradient optimization and show that it possesses nice dynamical properties that can be beneficial to the channel equalization problem. Particularly, it is shown that, for networks without hidden units, LRE can always recover from convergence at the wrong extreme, whereas the mean-squared-error (MSE)-based gradient descent learning on these networks cannot. This property of the algorithm is discussed within the wellformed cost functions framework of Wittner and Denker [32] , stating that gradient descent learning on such cost functions is always guaranteed to find a solution if one exists. In a gradient descent dynamics framework, it has been shown that for networks without hidden units, MSE cost function is not a well-formed cost function [32] ; therefore, finding a solution cannot always be guaranteed, and the MSE-based learning algorithms may not be able to recover from convergence at a wrong extreme. We present simulation results for the adaptive equalization application that we consider, which demonstrate that the advantages of using a well-formed cost function also carry over to networks with hidden units.
Adaptive channel equalization is an area in which neural networks have been found to be quite valuable as they provide a unique computational structure to compensate for the nonlinear distortion and to achieve reliable communication at increasing data rates (e.g., [8] - [10] , [15] , [18] , [23] , [25] , [28] ). The neural network equalizers such as those employing MLP's [10] , [15] , [25] , radial basis functions [8] , [9] , [18] , [28] , and recurrent networks [18] , [23] have been shown to equalize nonlinear channels successfully in situations where linear equalizers may fail. They also outperform other nonlinear approaches in which nonlinearity is incorporated in the way the transmitted sequence is recovered, such as decision feedback equalizers and maximum likelihood sequence detectors [14] , [23] . The main difference between the approaches taken in the neural network equalizers mentioned above and ours is in the cost function that is being utilized. The algorithms employed in the above-mentioned equalizers use the traditional MSE as the cost to be minimized. There are, however, some important drawbacks of MSE minimization related to the dynamics of gradient descent learning with nonlinear structures resulting from the fact that MSE is not a well-formed cost function, as mentioned above. We present simulation studies to show that the learning algorithm we derive within the PL framework using a MLP model (the least relative entropy (LRE) algorithm) is just as effective as the MSE-based backpropagation on a MLP for compensating for various channel distortions. However, when there is an abrupt change in the channel characteristics during training, LRE algorithm can very rapidly adapt to the new operating condition while the MSE-based MLP equalizer either responds very slowly or cannot adapt to the change at all if the algorithm has fully converged.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section II, we present the formulation for distribution learning with neural networks and introduce partial likelihood. We define ARE and establish the equivalence of ARE minimization to maximum PL estimation as well as the large sample properties of the maximum PL estimator under some regularity conditions. In Section III, we consider the binary case with sigmoidal perceptron as the conditional probability mass function model and show that the conditions for equivalence of ARE minimization to maximum PL estimation are satisfied for the single-layer perceptron model. We then extend this equivalence to MLP's. Finally, we discuss the dynamics of PL (or ARE) learning for the binary equalization problem and present simulation results to demonstrate the capability of our MLP equalizer to realize complex decision boundaries and to recover from convergence at the wrong extreme. Section IV presents the conclusions.
II. DISTRIBUTION LEARNING BY NEURAL NETWORKS

A. Problem Formulation
The distribution learning problem is posed as follows: Given a time series that takes values from a finite alphabet and its timedependent covariates , estimate the probability that takes a value from the given finite alphabet
We define as the field generated by events of the form
The field represents all that is known to the observer at time instant ; hence, In its definition, 1 is included to account for the constant bias term in the probability model. If we consider the example of channel equalization, is the transmitted sequence of symbols, and the covariates of are the noise-corrupted outputs of the channel. If multiple covariates are available for the problem or can be computed/defined by using some a priori information, they can also be incorporated into the formulation.
Hence, our goal is to estimate the conditional probabilities
The total distribution information-the conditional probability mass function (pmf) -can be used in a variety of ways depending on the application. The simplest decision rule would be to select such that as the most likely symbol, given the history The conditional probability mass function is parameterized by a neural network as follows: (2) Here, is the vector of network weights , where is a compact parameter set, and The term is the output of the neural network, and are continuous and differentiable functions, and is chosen such that (3) Note that since includes the entire history, can have a recurrent structure as well, and formulation for the unsupervised case is obtained if is excluded from the definition of and from the definition of in (2). Once we select a particular neural network structure for the conditional probability model, we can compute the parameters of the network such that the likelihood is maximized. The theory of maximum likelihood (ML) is historically developed for independent observations, but the independence condition is very restrictive for almost all practical applications. In a typical real-time communications application such as channel equalization, the observations will be highly correlated because of the memory of the channel (intersymbol interference). Partial likelihood is a relatively recent extension of ML estimation introduced by Cox [11] , and its theoretical justification, including large sample properties, is given in [33] . It processes data as they become available, requiring only the information present at a given time. Again, it is important to note that while doing this processing, we do not make any assumptions on the dependence structure of the data for characterizing the PL. This is critical for many practical applications since the observations most often have strong dependencies in time. Partial likelihood is defined as [27] , [33] (4) If, at each point in time, the history generated by the inputs and its covariates, i.e., , is known for the whole sequence of observations , then the PL we defined in (4) becomes equal to the conditional likelihood [27] . Given the selected probability model, which is (2) in our case, PL estimate will approximate the true distribution such that PL is maximized in the sequence of observations In the next section, we provide an information-theoretic connection for PL estimation, which shows that the distribution for also minimizes the information-theoretic distance with the true distribution.
B. Information-Theoretic View and Large Sample Properties of PL
The relative entropy (RE), or the Kullback-Leibler distance [27] , is a fundamental information-theoretic measure of how accurate the estimated conditional pmf is an approximation of the true conditional pmf and is given by (5) It is an information-theoretic measure of the average surprise experienced when we believe that the conditional pmf is and are informed that it actually is In addition, it is important to note that is nonnegative and is equal to zero only when
We can define the ARE as and rewrite it as (6) if we assume that is the weight vector for which defined in (2) achieves the true conditional pmf. The optimal network parameters thus have the fundamental information-theoretic interpretation that they minimize the Kullback-Leibler information given a certain network architecture [31] . Thus, viewing learning as related to Kullback-Leibler information minimization in this way implies that learning is a ML statistical estimation procedure for independent observations [30] . As we have noted before, its extension to dependent data requires that the auxiliary information be known in full throughout the period of observation [27] , which is a condition most often not satisfied in real-time applications. Partial likelihood, on the other hand, allows for sequential inference from the available data.
It is relatively easy to demonstrate the equivalence of ML estimation to ARE minimization when the observations are i.i.d. [29] , [30] . As one of the key results of our development, we establish the equivalence of PL estimation to ARE minimization for the neural network model defined in (2) for the general case of dependent observations. In [34] , we exploit this relationship to derive a new learning rule based on information-theoretic alternating projections for maximum PL estimation of the parameters of the conditional pmf model of (2) .
Note that the ARE defined in (6) can also be written as , where (7) and (8) To state the equivalence result for the parameterized pmf model of (2), we also define , where
In both definitions (7) and (9), the expectations are with respect to the true distribution Based on the theory of PL [33] , we establish the relationship between PL and ARE by the following theorem and the corollary to Theorem 2. 
and in probability (11) then at least one tends to one almost surely on , where
Proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A. Note that the first condition of the theorem [see (10) ] represents the rate by which the Kullback-Leibler information accumulates with and guarantees that for each as , i.e., the information continues to accumulate. The second condition [see (11) ], on the other hand, implies asymptotical stability of variance.
Consistency and asymptotic normality are essential properties to ensure that as the network experience grows, the probability of the network approximation error exceeding any specified level tends to zero. For the parameterized model of (2), we show the following large sample properties of the maximum PL estimator.
Theorem 2: Assume and are continuously differentiable and satisfy (10) and (11) of Theorem 1. Let be a convex set and be in the interior of Then, if there exist positive definite matrices and such that in probability (12) and in probability (13) where (14) ( 15) and (16) and if is finite, then is almost surely unique for all sufficiently large , and as 1) almost surely, 2) in distribution. Hence, the maximum PL estimate for the neural network model of (2) is consistent and asymptotically normal. Proof of the theorem is given in Appendix B.
Corollary 1: If the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, then (17) almost surely on Proof of the corollary directly follows from the conclusion of Theorem 1 and the almost sure uniqueness of given by Theorem 2. Thus, the maximum PL estimate also minimizes ARE distance between the true and estimated conditional distributions asymptotically providing an estimate of the true parameter
We emphasize the fact that the result holds for the general case of dependent observations and, hence, provides a generalization of the ML and ARE equivalence, which is shown for independent observations [29] , [30] .
III. PERCEPTRON CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY MODEL AND ITS APPLICATION TO CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
A. Binary Distribution Learning
If we consider the special case where the sequence takes values from the binary alphabet , the problem reduces to estimation of the conditional probability
We can write the ARE cost function for the binary alphabet as (18) In Theorem 1, we establish the equivalence of maximum PL estimation and ARE minimization for a finite alphabet under two regularity conditions: (10) and (11) . In the following two subsections, we show that these regularity conditions are satisfied for the single layer and multilayer perceptron probability models for a binary alphabet. However, here, we note an interesting observation for the binary alphabet, which we have originally presented as the connection between PL estimation and ARE minimization in [3] and [26] . If we use first-order stochastic approximations (19) we can write the stochastic variant of the ARE cost function (20) after we substitute (19) in (18) and use the fact that is binary and that continuity requires For the binary alphabet, the PL function is written as
It can then be observed that (22) i.e., for binary , under first-order stochastic approximation for the true conditionals, the ARE cost function is exactly equal to the negative log PL. In the next two subsections, we consider the two basic perceptron models for : The single and the multilayer perceptron model show that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied for both models, and hence, we can estimate/learn the parameters of the perceptron model directly by PL maximization, which will also minimize the ARE distance between the true and estimated conditional pmf. We then derive the least relative entropy algorithm for the binary alphabet and study its dynamical properties in the following subsections.
B. Single-Layer Perceptron Model
Consider the problem of determining the probability that the binary series takes the value 1 from a training sequence, given the finite past of the covariates Note the limitation of the single layer perceptron model for problems that are not linearly separable. The conditional pmf is parameterized such that (23) where is the sigmoidal nonlinearity
The pmf defined in (2) is then written as (25) We can rewrite in the exponential form as (26) where (27) and (28) To simplify the expressions in what follows, we make the definition (29) while keeping in mind that is simply a linear function of Using the exponential representation in (26), we can evaluate the following:
and Var (32) where is defined in (8), , and
The derivations for (30)- (32) are given in Appendix C.
In [33, Lemma 3A] , it is shown that for a stationary process , if is uniformly bounded away from 0 and for all possible values of , then in probability (33) but is locally uniformly bounded away from zero (34) To show that the conditions of Theorem 1, (10), and (11) are satisfied, we need to consider the asymptotic behavior of and , which are defined as the sum of and , respectively. Consider the expressions given for and in (31) and (32), and observe that by its definition in (28) is finite for all In addition, since we assume that , where is the compact parameter space, is also bounded away from 0. Therefore, the asymptotic behavior of and depend only on that of Then, the result given in (33) together with the expression derived for in (32) implies the second condition of Theorem 1 (11) . Since the product is bounded by and and (34) holds for all , the first condition of the theorem [see (10) ] is also satisfied. Hence, maximum PL estimation for the single-layer sigmoidal perceptron model (23) is equivalent to ARE minimization.
C. Multilayer Perceptron Model
In what follows, we present extension of the single-layer perceptron model of previous section to multilayer perceptrons (MLP). For simplicity in notation, we consider a single hidden layer MLP structure. Extension to multi hidden layer MLP's is immediate.
Consider the following single hidden layer MLP structure as the conditional pmf model:
where is the weight vector between the input layer and the hidden node , where is the number of hidden nodes , is the observation vector, and is the weight between the hidden node and the output node. We represent the entire set of weights by where The hidden node activation function is chosen to ensure network approximation capabilities [30] , e.g., it can be chosen as the familiar logistic or the radial basis function. However, for learning parameters by gradient descent minimization, note that has to be chosen such that If we choose both and as a sigmoidal function
where for Then, the exponential formulation for the binary pmf (25) can again be written as in (26) (37) with defined as in (28), but this time defined as (38) Hence, we can derive the exact same expressions as in (30)- (32) with this new definition of Again, the asymptotic behavior of and depends solely on that of To satisfy both condition (10) and (11), we have to show that in probability while is locally uniformly bounded away from zero. We write (39) Hence, is bounded and for stationary , by Birkhoff-Khinchin theorem [17] almost everywhere
where is a random variable. Hence, the conditions of Theorem 1, (10), and (11) are satisfied. If, in addition to being stationary, is also ergodic, then Note that extension to multi-hidden layer, single-output MLP's proceeds exactly the same with proper definition of
D. Dynamics of Relative Entropy Minimization
Thus far, we have shown the statistical equivalence of ARE minimization and partial likelihood maximization and obtained large sample properties for conditional distribution learning. In this section, we are concerned with the actual dynamics of sequential minimization of relative entropy (or maximization of partial likelihood) by stochastic gradient descent. The mathematical framework for the dynamics has been provided by Wittner and Denker in [32] . We simply show that the negative log PL cost function meets the criteria to be a well-formed function in the sense of the definition in [32] , and therefore, convergence to a solution, if one exists, can be assured.
Gradient descent minimization of the negative log PL cost function [which is given by (20) - (22)] for the single-layer perceptron conditional probability model of (23) 
and (45) where and are the step sizes at the output and hidden layers, respectively. The derivations for the update equations (41)-(43) are given in Appendix D.
The binary equalization problem can be rephrased as follows in order to comply with the development in [32] . For the remainder of the section, assume that the nonlinearity is the hyperbolic tangent, which is an odd function, without loss of generality. Therefore, (Note that the transformation to the probability measure is immediate by the application of transformation Divide the training set into two disjoint subsets specified by the desired output Next, we state the definition of a well-formed cost function in the sense of Wittner and Denker given for networks without hidden units [32] . Consider cost functions of the form (49) (50) is well formed.
Proof: With the hyperbolic tangent as the nonlinearity and for the target becomes (51) with (52) In the rephrased version of the binary equalization problem for the development in this section, the target , and therefore (53) and 1) , 2) for , 3) Therefore, gradient descent on the negative log PL cost function is guaranteed to find a solution, provided that one exists for networks without any hidden unit. As is well known, there is no such guarantee with the MSE cost function.
Note that the above analysis is for cost functions that can be represented in the form in (49), i.e., it is for networks without any hidden units. As pointed out in [32] , it is probably impossible to extend Proposition 1 to networks with hidden units, as even though property 2) in Definition 1 assures that the top layer of weights gets a nonvanishing error control signal for misclassified inputs, the lower layers might be still receiving a vanishingly weak signal. In the next section, we present simulation results for a single hidden layer MLP model demonstrating that the advantages in using a well-formed cost function also carry over to networks with hidden units. Some further aspects of gradient descent learning on the ARE cost function and generalizations to MLP's are considered in [2] and [3] . In particular, the dynamics is studied by considering its parameter updates [2] , and simulation results are presented that show that LRE can recover from convergence at the wrong extreme in cases where the MSE-based MLP may not.
The ability of the algorithm to track large variations during training can be quite beneficial for channel equalization. For example, in low earth orbit satellite (LEOS) communication systems, these abrupt changes occur quite frequently. Due to the Doppler shift, combined with multipath reflections, the channel characteristics undergo an abrupt change as the channel is switched from one satellite (usually receding with a negative carrier shift) to the next successive satellite (usually approaching with a positive carrier shift). Another typical case is in land mobile communications, where multiple cells are transmitting the same information (usually with a small frequency offset) to cover an entire area. In this case, the channel variation occurs when the mobile unit switches reception from one antenna to another one having a stronger signal at that particular point. In the next section, we present simulation results to demonstrate these dynamics for LRE and MSE minimizations in practical channel equalization schemes.
E. Application to Adaptive Channel Equalization
In this section, we present application of the conditional distribution learning framework to adaptive channel equalization. We consider a simple binary pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) data transmission system transmitting and pose the supervised adaptive channel equalization problem as follows: Learn the probability that the transmitted signal takes the value 1 from the binary alphabet from a training sequence given the finite past of the received signal
The equalizer structure is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that the activation functions for the binary alphabet are chosen as the hyperbolic tangent, and the probability can be transformed into a probability measure by applying the transformation The negative PL cost function then takes the form given in (50) and in the update equation (43), is replaced by
We study the performance of the LRE algorithm derived in Section III-D for the MLP probability model as follows: First, we present test results to demonstrate the capability of the structure to realize complex decision boundaries and of the algorithm to learn parameters to achieve these boundaries. This is done for minimum and nonminimum phase channels at different SNR levels. We then present simulation results to demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to track abrupt changes during training: a property we discussed in Section III-D. The performance of LRE is compared with that of the steepest descent learning (backpropagation) based on the MSE criterion for the same structure, i.e., for the perceptron model, since this is the structure we have considered and analyzed in this section.
For the first simulation study, we consider two simple multipath channels:
and , i.e., a minimum-and a nonminimum-phase channel, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the decision regions for the first, and Fig. 3 shows the regions for the second channel, for approximately 21 and 11 dB SNR, respectively. The figures are drawn as versus The MLP structure used in these figures is 2-7-1, and the step sizes used are and As observed in both cases, LRE successfully learns the coefficients for achieving the given partitions. The test results are presented for convergence after 100 samples for Fig. 2(a) , 300 for Fig. 2(b) , 1000 for Fig. 3(a) , and 5000 for 3(b). The results we show in Figs. 2 and 3 with the given convergence times compare favorably with those presented in [15] for the MLP equalizer based on the MSE criterion. Reference [15] also includes examples for these cases that show that the MSE-based MLP equalizer outperforms linear equalizers, especially at low SNR's.
Next, we consider a nonlinear channel example and compare the learning characteristics of LRE with those of MSE based backpropagation. We model the nonlinear channel as a multipath channel followed by a nonlinearity , and the binary PAM communication system has 8 bits per sample with Nyquist pulse shaping. Note that since 8 bit pulse shaping is used, the multipath structure corresponds to fractional previous symbol interference and full interference of second previous symbol. We implement the LRE algorithm for binary alphabet given in (42) and (43) with the hyperbolic tangent activation function as explained above and the gradient descent minimization of the MSE on the same MLP structure for equalization of the given channel. Both algorithms have a 3-8-1 MLP structure, and the step sizes are chosen such that both algorithms have the average best performance. They are chosen as and The figures shown (Figs. 4-7) are averaged over 25 independent runs.
In Fig. 4 , we show the bit error rate (BER) curves for the equalization of this channel. It can be observed that both algorithms do an equally good job of learning the parameters to compensate for the channel distortion.
To show the recovery property of LRE discussed in the previous section, we introduce an abrupt change (an exact sign change) in the channel characteristics after 150 iterations, effectively causing the current parameter estimates to be at the wrong extreme. In Fig. 5(a) , we show the transient characteristics of both algorithms with the abrupt change at 150 iterations at a SNR of 19 dB. As observed in the figure, LRE can recover from convergence at the wrong extreme very effectively. Starting from the very first iteration after the change, it can follow the changes by adapting both its hidden and output layer weights in a few iterations. As we can observe in Fig. 5(a) , MSE-based MLP reacts slower to the same change. Note that both algorithms have not fully converged at 150 iterations, and if the sudden change causing misclassifications occurs later, MSE-based MLP might not be able to recover. This is shown in Fig. 5(b) , by introducing the sudden change at iteration 1500. Again, LRE can very rapidly adapt to the new operating condition, rapidly recovering from convergence at the wrong extreme. MSE-based MLP, on the other hand, can not recover in the next 8500 iterations after the abrupt change. Figs. 6 and 7 show the convergence and recovery characteristics of both MLP equalizers (LRE and MSE based backpropagation) with and without the abrupt change when the change occurs at 150 and 1500 iterations, respectively.
In Section III-D, we study dynamics of the algorithm that relates to its convergence properties, and here, we present simulation results to support the analysis results of Section III-D and show its extension to multilayer networks. Another important property for equalizers is their tracking ability, i.e., the ability of the algorithm to track changes in the channel response after convergence, in the absence of a training sequence, in a decision-directed mode. A recent work [13] considers this property and application of our framework to tracking in a decision directed mode. It is shown that the PL or relative entropy cost function also provides advantages for this case. For an abrupt change in a linear channel response, LRE provides the most robust performance in that, among the 1000 realizations simulated, it can track the changes in a greater number of the cases than the linear least mean square and MSE-based backpropagation algorithms.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a distribution learning formulation for real-time signal processing applications in which conditional probabilities are parameterized by a general neural network structure. We have shown that this formulation can be exploited to derive efficient learning rules and lends itself to statistical analysis via introduction of an extended likelihood framework. The central result that renders the framework fruitful in terms of analysis is the equivalence of ARE minimization and partial likelihood maximization under some technical conditions. Partial likelihood is a relatively recently developed extension of likelihood, which, by design, allows us to obtain the consistency and asymptotic normality of conditional distribution learning for a general neural network structure without making the assumption of independent observations. The notion of maximum partial likelihood estimation should prove to be a very useful tool in developing real-time signal processing theories, where the historic development of likelihood-based frameworks have come to force independence or some further simplifying assumptions.
We have used the well-formed cost function framework to study the dynamics of on-line gradient descent minimization of ARE (or negative log PL). We point out the behavior differences in adapting to abrupt parameter changes during training between the MSE and ARE. We apply the formulation to adaptive channel equalization and demonstrate the capability of the least relative entropy equalizer to achieve complex decision boundaries and, as a consequence of the aforementioned property, to recover from abrupt changes in the channel response during training. Thus, the speedy (and guaranteed) recovery of ARE minimization algorithms from convergence at wrong extremes should be taken into consideration while comparing cost functions in channel equalization problems.
where is defined in (8) . Lemma 2B in [33] states that if (10) and (11) where the first term is constant, the conclusion of the theorem follows.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Since conditions given in (12) and (13) hold, then is concave with respect to , and (10) and (11) 
We define , where is a constant unit vector. Hence, is also a martingale with respect to , and we can write Var in probability (70) by condition (12) . We can then use the Markov inequality to write, for any in probability (71)
Now, using the indicator function , we write in probability (72) by (71) and the assumption that is bounded. Thus, all conditions for the martingale central limit theorem [6] For the the single-layer perceptron, conditional probability model of (23), the negative log PL cost function (21) , or the stochastic variant of ARE (22) 
